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ROOF LANTERN

INSTALLER POINTS
The Korniche Lantern comes delivered with comprehensive step by step fitting instructions to 
make installation as simple as possible. You could be for forgiven for thinking that when on-site it’s 
not always that straight forward…So here are 20 points Made for Trade have put together to show 
how you could really be - fitting in minutes - glazing in seconds.... and having a brew before you 
know it!

1
Made for Trade have ensured that your 
Korniche Lantern arrives well packaged 
to minimise the chance of damage. The 
downside is on occasion it might take 
longer to unpack the components than 
to install the lantern, but an undamaged 
product can only be a good thing!

2
Always use a safety blade to unpack 
the parts to avoid scratching the profile 
surfaces.

3
Korniche Lanterns are delivered with full 
colour instructions and a layout plan. When 
all the parts are unwrapped, carefully check 
before you start the installation to ensure 
all the components are present.

4
Ensure the prepared roof upstand is flat, 
dry and free of any debris. MFT advise a 
minimum of 150mm high and 69mm in 
width, providing t right base for the eaves 
beam of the lantern to be fixed down to.

5
Made for Trade use quality hex bolts and 
so they provide the hex key for bolt fixing 
in the parts box. The tools you need to 
complete the job are a silicone gun, knife, 
soft mallet, screwdriver, Cordless Drill and 
some snips.

6
Getting started.. Lay out the eaves beams 
and locate using the plated steel corner 
brackets

7
Temporarily secure the eaves beams 
corners with the tie wraps provided (to be 
cut off later on), this allows the eaves to 
be safely turned over and sealant applied 
to the underside prior to placing on the 
upstand.

8
Carefully turn the connected eaves beams 
upside down ready to apply sealant to the 
underside of the assembly.

9
Apply the sealant liberally to the areas 
indicated in the instruction manually only. 
Now, and this is important.. PUT THE 
SILICONE GUN DOWN, really…  It’s the last 
time you’ll need it.

10
Once complete, turn the eaves beams back 
over and place them carefully on to the 
upstand ensuring it sits square, level and 
centralised. Don’t screw it down yet!

11
Now to build up the frame. A quick check 
to ensure the chimney nuts are positioned 
correctly over the holes in the hips is 
worthwhile before locating the beams 
over the boss. Be sure to check the correct 
fasteners are used, and always torque bolts 
as indicated in the installation guide.

12
Carefully place the completed lantern 
frame into the eaves beam, gently push 
it down and visually check that the holes 
in the frame and end bosses are aligned 
before moving on.

13
Install the 20mm bolts through the red 
isolating caps which, when tightened, will 
fully align the frame. Fasteners should be 
torqued as indicated in the installation 
guide. Once these are fitted you can 
remove the cable ties. 

14
Double check the frame is still set square 
on the upstand. Now the assembly is fully 
aligned you can fix it down to the upstand 
using the pre-drilled holes in the lantern 
frame and the supplied screws.

15
Firmly press the glazing retainer on to the 
glass edge ensuring the self-clean coating 
is the correct way round. It’s important to 
check that the retainer is central across the 
glass unit, with equal glass overhang at 
each side.

16
Position the top of the glass unit against 
the ridge T-bar, ensuring the panel is 
central, let the unit rotate down onto the 
seals until the retainer clips into the eaves 
beam. Check to ensure the clip features are 
engaged and the glass cannot slide down 
the roof. 

17
Once all glass panels are in place, locate 
the inner and caps between the retainers 
and secure with the plastic fir tree clips. 
Use a soft mallet to make sure they are fully 
in place.

18
Time for the top caps, you’re nearly there 
now. Start with the ridge and then work 
down through the hips and finally the 
rafters. Ensure the top caps are aligned 
correctly into the clip before firmly pushing 
into place.

19
Next it’s the outer end caps, slide the 
plastic fir tree clips into the slots and push 
the cappings into position, use a soft mallet 
to get a nice tight fit. The final piece of the 
puzzle are the Boss top caps, simply line up 
the pins and push into place. Done.

20
One last point, hopefully you 
put the silicone gun back in the 
van after point 9! DO NOT ADD 
silicone to any drainage holes, 
the glass or the gap between the 
eaves and upstand!

It really is 
that easy to 

get the Perfect Finish 
with the Korniche Lantern….. 
now best get that kettle on…



ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS

Innovation unlocked

madefortrade.co

A bi-folding door 
evolution
With a host of brand-new 
Innovations MFT brings a 
premium bi-folding door into 
the market at a price point to 
make it the buyers “natural 
selection”

Made for Trade are getting 
ready to launch the second 
product in the award winning 
Korniche systems range, the 
much-anticipated Korniche 
bi-folding door. This brand-new 
product makes many of the 
2019 Korniche concept doors 
features a production reality, 
and with them come some 
significant new innovations to 
benefit installers, resellers, and 
end users alike.

One of the key features of the 
new door showcased with 
great success at the 2019 FIT, 
is the true all aluminium clip 
bead with pre-fitted gasket, a 
feature which really upholds 
the Korniche FASTER USP. 

This allows the doors to be 
literally glazed in seconds and 
significantly decreases the time 
spent on site, maximizing that 
all important margin for the 
installer.
The new product is also going 
to be SAFER. This is down to 
PAS24 as standard on every 
door set and MFT’s ‘safety for no 
extra cost’ delivery innovation.
Look out in the coming 
weeks for full details on the 
new features which make 
the Korniche bi-folding door 
FASTER, WARMER, SLIMMER, 
STRONGER and now SAFER 
than the competition. 

Made for Trade took the Origin 
of the product and evolved it 
into the next generation 
of bi-folding 
doors. 
MFT would 
like to 
even think 
Charles Darwin would be proud!

MFT’s business ethos of the best 
products, at the best prices all 
backed up by the best service 
in the industry will be reflected 
clearly in these fantastic new 
premium doors which, like the 
lantern roof, will come in at a 
trade price point that cannot be 
ignored and a volume reseller 
offering that is absolutely 
unrivalled.

Be one of the first to find out 
further details on the exciting 
new Korniche aluminium 
bifolding door by registering 
your interest at 
sales@madefortrade.co.uk or 
calling MFT on 01642 610 799

mailto:sales@madefortrade.co.uk


What’s behind
these doors
is amazing

You probably already know that we
manufacture some of the UK’s most attractive
and secure composite doors. But what
you might not know is the dedicated trade
support enjoyed by all our retail partners.
It includes sales lead generation, high profile
consumer marketing, seamless customer
service, Doorbuilder ordering system,
extensive R&D and a reliable, trusted supply
chain. These reasons and more are why
hundreds of retailers throughout the UK
and Ireland love to stock our products.

To discover more or to become an
Apeer trade partner, call 0345 672 9333
or send an email to sales@apeer.co.uk

MORE THAN A DOOR

apeer.co.uk

InstallerThhnT eenhn
August 2021

mailto:sales@apeer.co.uk
http://www.apeer.co.uk


FREE UPGRADE!
TONEW FLUSHSTYLE

ALUMINIUMWINDOWS

MIDLANDALUMINIUM LTD, STAFFORD ROAD (B5405), KNIGHTLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST20 0JR

01785 287907 07538 800203
JASON WOOTTONCONTACT

|
sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk

DUMMYSASHOPTIONS

CONCEALEDMULLIONS

All the advantages of concealed drainage, without the problems
CONCEALEDDRAINAGE

Can bemadewithout dummy sashes

33% Lower sightlines than a PVCu flush sash

CONCEALEDTRICKLEVENTILATION
Nomore ugly canopy vent covers

WITHNOUNSIGHTLYDRAIN CAPS

STANDOUTFROMTHECOMPETITION

IT’SWHATYOU
DON’T SEE...
THATMAKESOURNEWSLIM 70MM

FLUSH STYLE
WINDOWSYSTEM

WESUPPLY A FULL RANGE OFALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE
FLUSHWINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FASTQUOTES THE LOWEST PRICESUK-WIDE SITE DELIVERIES EVERYWEEK ||

ALUMINIUMBI-FOLDDOORS
7-DAY LEADTIME DUAL GREY ON WHITE, & BLACK on WHITE

FOR STOCK COLOURSWHITE, BLACK, GREY

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

mailto:sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk
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350
INDUSTRY LEADERS

25
INDUSTRY PARTNERS

& SPONSORS

2019 IN NUMBERS

20+
EXPERT SPEAKERS

The Glazing Summit returns to Edgbaston Conference Centre on 21st October.

Two years ago, we brought together 350 business owners, leaders and decision makers
from across the industry. Now, we’re doing it again.

Glazing Summit 2021 will tackle head-on the issues facing the industry, from supply chain
to consumer trends, technology to sustainability and new regulations.

Everything has changed. Fabricators, installers, glass companies and component suppliers
will come together with a host of industry experts and keynote speakers for this one-day
conference.

“You gave the industry a tremendous boost with this superb event.” James Lee, Director
of External Affairs, The GGF

“The last Glazing Summit was a breath of fresh air. The 2021 event looks set to be
bigger and better.” Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director, Yale

With the UK now looking beyond the pandemic towards the economic recovery,
Glazing Summit 2021 will sell out fast.

GLAZING SUMMIT 2021
THE FUTURE OF THE GLAZING INDUSTRY

THURSDAY 21ST OCTOBER
EDGBASTON CONFERENCE CENTRE

insightdata
organisers of

LIMITED
SPONSORSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES

CALL NOW
01934 808 293

For more information, call

01934 808293
email hello@glazingsummit.co.uk
or visit www.glazingsummit.co.uk

Book your place today.
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I n n o v a t i o n c o m e s b u i l t - i n

Quotes
available in
60 minutes

60

morleyglass.co.uk

0113 277 8722 sales@morleyglass.co.uk

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
Unit 3

Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way

Leeds LS27 0HH

LIGHT AND SHADE
MADE EASY
Choose ScreenLine integral blinds: unrivalled performance and
the most stylish option for controlling light in all window and
door applications including bi-folding and sliding doors.

mailto:sales@morleyglass.co.uk
http://www.morleyglass.co.uk
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Ultraframe has announced
plans to expand its work-
force and cited ‘exciting
new opportunities’ as the
driver, along with the post-
lockdown boom that shows
no signs of slowing down.

The Clitheroe based company
is also expanding its operations,
with the addition of a
60,000sq.ft facility close by to
its 350,000sq.ft Ribble Valley
HQ. Commenting on the expan-
sion plans, Ultraframe Opera-
tions Director, Andy Crowe,
said: “Our growth plan for the
next few years will see Ultra-
frame working on some ex-

tremely exciting opportunities
and we’re looking to build our
team across the business, as
well as expanding our infra-
structure.

“As an employer of choice in
the Ribble Valley, we offer many
benefits to job seekers and our
existing loyal staff, and of
course, we offer this same
stability and security to our
customers.

“We’ve been engineering and
manufacturing roofing systems
from our Clitheroe factory for
over 35 years and there are
already over two million Ultra-
frame roofs on homes across the

UK. Over the coming years, that
number is set to rise greatly.”

Crowe adds: “This latest
phase of our company develop-
ment allows fabricators and in-
stallers to see that partnering
with Ultraframe offers great
stability to their business, along
with the chance to offer our
constantly evolving product
range.

“There are many opportunities
in the marketplace right now
and we believe that Ultraframe
customers are best placed to
prosper and build strong,
sustainable business for the
future.” i

Post-Lockdown Boom
Boosts Expansion

The FIT Show organisers have
announced the September
2021 exhibition will be aban-
doned with the event moving
to May 2022, in response to
the ongoing uncertainty
surrounding Covid-19.

Anyone registered to attend the
September event as a visitor will
be contacted by the organisers
to move them to the new
dates. There will be no need to
re-register.

The fenestration industry’s flag-
ship UK event will return to the
NEC.
Tuesday 10 – Thursday 12
May 2022.

The announcement follows a
lack of clarity regarding restric-
tions for large-scale events and
ongoing disruption to interna-
tional travel alongside the poten-

tial for another rise in UK cases.
Nickie West, event director of

the FIT Show said: “We have
been monitoring the ever chang-
ing situation in relation to Covid-
19 and after careful assessment,
we believe that it is best for our
exhibitors and visitors if we post-
pone FIT Show until May 2022.
The recent sharp rise in positive
cases, coupled with the ongoing
ambiguity surrounding what
restrictions would need to be in
place by September, created too
much uncertainty. We have
worked closely with our stake-
holders and the NEC to create a
new timeline that we believe is
both safer and provides greater
certainty for the market.”

This coupled with the stresses
on supply chain and a sense that
many visitors might not want to

attend a large event created a
feeling that a postponement
would be for the best. The organ-
isers have worked tirelessly to
consult with exhibitors and with
the NEC to come to a positive
conclusion.

West added: “We will, how-
ever, be delivering our CPD ap-
proved learning programme
virtually in September as a key
touchpoint in our campaign, to
engage with our FIT Show com-
munity between now and May.”

The majority of the brands who
signed up to exhibit at FIT Show
2021 will move over to the post-
poned May 2022 timeline.
Following the postponement, FIT
Show will maintain its biennial
frequency, returning for its sched-
uled dates in May 2023
onwards. i

FIT Cancelled – New
Dates Announced
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News

The Glass and Glazing
Federation has written to
three different government
departments urging a reso-
lution to the looming crisis
over product compliance,
namely UKCA marking and
CE marking.

The marking of products is
required to comply with the
Construction Products Regula-
tion in the UK and in the EU
respectively.

After 31 December 2021, CE
marked products will no longer
be compliant in the GB market
(England, Scotland and Wales)
and products will require to be
UKCA marked to be UK CPR
compliant.

Simultaneously, products ex-
ported from the UK and placed
into the European Union market
will have to be CE marked for
EU CPR compliance.

In the UK from 1 January
2022 products that fall under
Construction Products Regula-
tion will have to legally be
UKCA marked.

The UKCA marking cannot be
used for goods placed on the
Northern Ireland market. If an
EU27 notified body has been
used for CE marking for goods
placed on the Northern Ireland
market then the manufacturer
can continue to place product in
NI using the CE mark. If the
manufacturer uses a UK body
for CE marking services and
they are a UK Approved Body
then the product must display
the CE and UKNI marks. From
1 January 2022 Northern Ire-
land manufacturers can only
place goods in the GB market
which are UKCA marked and
supported by a UK Approved
Body unless they meet qualify-
ing Northern Ireland goods
status in which case they will
qualify for unfettered access.
For UK companies that have
been complying with the CPR
and have had their products
tested by a UK Approved Body
(Test House), it means they will
be able to continue to place
those products on the UK market

as they will comply with UKCA.
However, products that have
been tested by an EU Notified
Body will have to be re-tested at
a UK Approved Body to comply
with UKCA standards.

It leaves UK companies with a
huge headache and three obsta-
cles to overcome with regards to
product compliance. Firstly the
costs can range from £500 to
£5,000 per product. Secondly,
the time involved in testing and
compliance through to certifica-
tion can take three months or
longer. Thirdly, there is currently
a severe lack of testing facilities
in the UK.

On the critical situation, John
Agnew, GGF Group MD said:
“On behalf of our members and
industry it is incumbent upon us
to do all we can to resolve this
situation before the deadline at
the end of the year. We have
written to the key ministers in
government, outlined the press-
ing issues and asked for a meet-
ing as soon as possible to find
solutions.” i

GGF Urges Resolution Of
Product Marking Crisis

Changes to the Construction
Industry Scheme came into
force at the start of the tax
year in April which have the
potential to impact on con-
tractors and subcontractors
who work within the scheme.

David Redfern, tax prepara-
tion specialist and director of
DSR Tax Refunds says: “These
new measures close a few of the
existing loopholes. Changes to
CIS set-off amendment powers
and the cost of materials meas-
ures are the changes most likely

to impact on CIS subcontractors.
The first change allows HMRC
to make real time changes to a
subcontractor’s CIS deductions
while the second change
ensures that only materials
which have been purchased di-
rectly by a contractor are al-
lowed as a legitimate expense.

“Subcontractors must ensure
that they have directly incurred
the cost of the materials which
they are claiming as an allow-
able expense – this is, of course,
something that should always

have been the case. The new
measure just makes that explicit.

“As for amending a subcon-
tractor’s CIS deductions in real-
time – this should have little
impact where subcontractors
and their contractors have been
sticking to the intention of the
rules. Whilst the changes will
help to prevent errors or omis-
sions in real-time CIS reporting,
HMRC can also use the rule to
prevent employers from abusing
the CIS to make erroneous
claims.” i

Will Changes To The CIS AffectYou?



SLIMMER
Uninterrupted Sight Lines

SUPPORT
The best trade lantern

find us on facebook

SUPPLY & INSTALL
THE MULTI-AWARD
WINNING ALUMINIUM
LANTERN

* Discount applies to new trade customers and first, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern.

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

STRONGER
3m x 2.5m possible with no mid rafters

WARMER
Premium seals, class leading thermals

SLIMMER
Seamless joints and cappings

FITTED
IN

MINUTES

ROOF
LANTERN

10%
NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT

QUOTE CODE
IP-K01

FASTER
Average installation under 30 mins

Easy installation
Competitive pricing, reliable, fast
lead times & delivery

FASTER
Average installation under 30 mins

WARMER

Average installation under 30 minsAverage installation under 30 mins

http://www.madefortrade.co
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The Kate Ashley-Norman Wellbeing Column

These last 18 months or so
have demonstrated to us that
true connection is greater
than simply being able to
communicate easily.

All the Zooms in the world will
never replace the true value of
face to face contact or the
chance to break bread together
or the humble handshake. These
things will return, albeit in a
reduced, muted way as we
rebuild confidence.

This is the perfect opportunity to
go through your entire organisa-
tion and really focus on super-
charging connections and getting
everyone to work together more
coherently and creatively.

Why now?
Your workforce may have been
segmented into those who have
been working from home, those
returning from furlough and
those who have been continuing
to go onto site. There may be
some resentments bubbling
away; there may be polarities of
views and beliefs; and there
may still be a lot of anxiety and
fear. A targeted, strategic
approach to pull everyone back
onto the same road will be
important.

Careful management
There is a wide range of person-
alities, demonstrating a broad
range of emotions and expecta-
tions. They need careful man-
agement to not only protect them
against a decline into mental dis-

tress but to also convert these
emotions into a real ‘can do’
attitude that helps nurture
resilience for future struggles.

Communication
People will be worried about
their jobs, the future of the busi-
ness. A shared sense of pulling
together, working as a team (no
matter how physically disparate)
towards common goals will max-
imise efficiencies within each
team.

A focussed, strategic, internal
communications approach to
creating connections within an
organisation can guarantee a
consistency in messaging,
ensure the compounding effect
of those messages and check for
congruency across all teams.

The more connected you are,
the more likely you are to spot
problems and issues before they
take root. This could relate not
just to operational issues but also
to more serious mental health
issues. A preventative approach
to resolving such issues will
always be more efficient than a
reactive one.

Kate Ashley-Norman
partners with conscientious
fenestration companies to
strengthen employee well-
being. The KAN App is a
new generation interactive
service for workplace
wellbeing.Tel: 07904 345354

i

In the late 1970s, a Cana-
dian psychologist, Bruce K
Alexander, challenged the
mainstream view of addic-
tion with a series of experi-
ments which gave a bunch
of rats the equivalent of
luxurious living.

Rat Park was a large, comfort-
able home where male and
female rats lived, played,
mated and ate in free abun-
dance. Fixed to the outside
walls were two drink dispensers
– one with water, the other with
a sweetened morphine solution.

There was also a separate
colony of rats kept isolated in
lab cages, who had the same
choice of drinks.

Results seems to suggest that
the rats living in the very
comfortable Rat Park consumed
significantly less morphine
laced water than those kept
isolated in a plain cage.

The conclusions drawn from
this is that your environment has
more impact on your risk of
falling into an addiction trap
than biological dependence.

So if you live in comfortable,
connected communities, with
people you love and who love
you, have sufficient food avail-
able, regular sex and room to
roam, you are significantly less
likely to become addicted to
drugs, alcohol and other sub-
stances.

If someone is isolated and
struggling, then it is perfectly
understandable that that person
may turn to something that re-
lieves the pain. And so the de-
scent into emotional distress
continues.

KAN.

i

Never have we been
more connected yet
never have we been so
disconnected, writes Kate
Ashley-Norman.

To Add To The Bottom Line
Make Connections
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SUPPORT
The best trade lantern

find us on facebook

VISOFOLD 1000
BI-FOLD DOORS

* Discount applies to new trade customers and first, single item purchase only of the Visofold Bifolding Doors

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

LARGE SASH WIDTHS
Up to 1200mm wide

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE
White, Anthracite Grey, Black & Dual Colour

PRE-HUNG & QA CHECKED
Safer site delivery

EASY INSTALLATION
Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

Competitive pricing, reliable,
fast lead times

EASY INSTALLATION
Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

£345
PER

LEAF

from

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and specification of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply

10%
NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT

QUOTE CODE
IP-B01

http://www.madefortrade.co
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When I meet with a
consumer, who invariably is
shocked and disappointed
with the poor level of service
and respect they have
received from a window
company, I will quite often
respond by saying ‘the
window industry does not do
customer service’, writes
Don Waterworth.

(Don is The Installer’s Technical
Expert. He has been inspecting
window installations and prepar-
ing Expert Report’s for 30 years,
so. knows alot about the industry.)

This is quite disappointing from
my point of view and have many
friends in the industry from large
firms such as Veka, Ultraframe,
to the one-man band business. It
does not provide me with any
pleasure to diminish the name of
the industry, however, I can only
speak from experience and pro-

vide an opinion. The industry is
driven by sales. Nothing else
seems to matter.

Customer service costs
If you go to the FIT Show next
year when the new dates are
announced, every stand will be
showing you how you can gain
more sales. There will be no
stands telling you how to
improve your customer service.
Sales make money, customer
service costs money. This seems
to be the industry’s logic – a
failed logic as customer service
actualloy makes money and this
is how.

Typically, your installers arrive
at a property, introduce them-
selves properly, explain to the
consumer how the work will pro-
ceed, set out the dust sheets and
commence work. The installers
behave with respect and good

manners. Any questions the
consumer has are answered
politely and professionally. The
work should be completed to a
professional finish, applying the
necessary standards. The
consumer should be kept
informed; the products should be
as described; all areas tidied up
and the consumer showed
around the installation.

You get the idea. The customer
is delighted and very proud of
their new windows – and tells
friends, family and neighbours
who then want you to do their
job when it comes up. You get
more and more work because
you are showing customer care,
respect and professionalism.

And isn’t that what your
customers deserve? Don.

Picture: Install like this and
you won’t get referrals?

i

Customer Service –
What’s That?

Don Waterworth is The Installer's Technical Expert. He
has been inspecting window installations and
preparing Expert Report's for 30 years or so. He knows
a thing or two about the industry's poor reputation for
customer service.

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

This article has been
authored by our technical
writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk

Don also acts as an Expert
Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.

Tel: 0800 1954922

Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.



SLIMMER
Uninterrupted Sight Lines

SUPPORT
The best trade lantern

FROM

find us on facebook

* Discount applies to new trade customers and first, single item purchase only of the Smart Visoglide Plus Sliding Doors | Image for representation ony

* Offer price based on a 2 pane, a single sliding door at 2mx2.1m. Unglazed

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

LARGE SASH WIDTHS
Up to 6.5m wide in 2 panes. 2-4 panes available

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE
White, Anthacite Grey & Black, Dual Colour

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comprehensive install guide & support

FAST LEAD TIMES
Reliable safe site delivery

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

* Price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and specification of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply

15%
FIRST ORDER

INTRODUCTORY
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE

IP-VG01

THERMALLY BROKEN ALUMINIUM
Slim profile, Lipped outer frame, Sobinco locks

VISOGLIDE PLUS
SLIDING DOORS
VISOGLIDE PLUS

£1139
FROM

NEW

*

DELIVERED

http://www.madefortrade.co
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As the UK replacement
window and door industry
faces extraordinary pressures
caused by strong demand
and skills shortages – are
installation standards being
compromised?

A review of the quality of work
being carried out by FENSA
Approved installers has been
compiled by RISA Assessors.
RISA carries out around 1,000
assessments each month towards
the self-certification compliance
requirements of the Building
Regulations in addition to train-
ing installers and as such, it is
able to provide the most
accurate and in-depth view of
installation performance.

Minimum Technical
Competence
More than 650 MTC inspections
were carried out between January
and June this year, which corre-
lates with the increasing number
of installers using the FENSA
Training Academy to gain new
qualifications and accreditations.

This would suggest that these fa-
cilities are being utilised to bring
on installation staff from outside
the industry, in a bid to overcome
the skills shortage.

Slight slip in standards
The statistics indicate that instal-
lation quality has remained
stable, with only a slight dip in
the ‘Satisfactory or Better’ figure
of 96.6%, from 97.3% in 2020.
It is clear however, that stan-
dards are slipping a little
caused, according to inspectors,
by added on-site complexities of
social distancing and other
Covid requirements, as well as
staff shortages.

Dave Mecham, Director of Op-
erations for RISA, says that qual-
ity has seen a very slight
deterioration under difficult
circumstances but overall stan-
dards are holding up well
despite the pressures: “Anecdo-
tally from the assessors and my
personal on-site experience,
quality is down very slightly at
the moment but this is from an

incredibly high starting point.
“This covers quality of product,

with fabricators trying to keep up
with demand with the added
pressure of social distancing at
workstations; and installers
being under the same workload
pressures, with minor issues such
as missing sealing under sills for
example. The overall standard is
still hugely impressive.”

Staff and skills shortages
Mecham adds: “It is also fair to
say that we are in the midst of a
skills shortage which is having a
serious effect on the industry
when consumer demand is so
high. That said, a huge effort is
being made within the industry
to pick up the slack and the
statistics show the overwhelming
majority of FENSA Approved
Installers continue to deliver a
consistently high and compliant
standard of work despite the
challenges they are facing.

The figures
Over the past four years the av-
erage (mean) inspector ratings of
installations is completely stable
at a rating of 3.4. RISA ranks this
using a grading of 1 = poor, 2 =
below average, 3 = satisfactory,
4 = above average and 5 = ex-
cellent. Assessors don’t give out
many 5s, however they give a lot
less 1s. When the assessor
ratings of satisfactory or better
are totalled the figure is between
94.9% and 97.3% dependant
on year. i

In what some have suggested is the UK’s busiest
trading period for thirty years, how are installation
standards holding up under the pressures of skills and
product shortages?

For more information on
FENSA, including details of
how to join, visit:
www.fensa.org.uk

Are Installers Cracking
Under Pressure?

http://www.fensa.org.uk
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Homeline Building Products, GAP’s exclusive brand of PVC-U rooflines, is
available from our nationwide network of 80 depots.

Find your local depot at www.gap.uk.com
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What Is Smart?
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Increased security for the home; increased
confidence for consumers; an innovative product for
fabricators and installers to offer their customers –
Smart Ready’s Gio Laporta goes back to basics to
explain what smart is.

Security & Hardware
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I have written and spoken
much of the benefits of Smart
Ready, writes Gio Laporta.Yet
I realise it has been a while
since we talked about the
basics – what is Smart
Ready?

Smart Ready is a is a prepara-
tion and certification standard
that works with brands who want
to create and/or provide smart
technology to the fenestration
industry and this certification
supports and guides them in
developing their own smart prod-
ucts that meet the Smart Ready
standard.

House builders, architects,
manufacturers, installers, and
hardware suppliers can all have
brands certified as Smart Ready.

Much like we saw with the
introduction of HD TV, the televi-
sion industry needed to prepare
consumers for the switchover to
HD Ready TVs. HD Ready was
an operator licence that TV
manufacturers subscribed to in
order to make sure their brand of
TV was ready for the arrival of
HD. This meant that there was
both awareness and demand for
HD before it became common-
place. That is what Smart Ready
is doing for doors and windows.

Industry partners
Smart Ready has partnered with
HUG Technologies and Sac
Hardware to deliver a system
that ensures the quality of smart
products so that the consumer
can buy with confidence, know-
ing the product will deliver the
service promised.

The Smart Ready certified Sac
hardware has been designed
specifically to house the HUG
Technology sensors. This system
centres around smart monitoring
and reporting to give homeown-
ers an overview of the status of
all their windows and doors in
one place – an App.

Notifications
Householders are notified if win-
dows and doors are open and
by how much and whether they
are locked or unlocked. It also
works as a security system, as
well as an environmental moni-
tor. For example, if a window is
touched it tells you. It can learn
about the homeowner and the
home environment and alert
when windows should be closed
due to high pollen count or
opened because the home
hasn’t been aired for a while. It
can even tell when someone

goes to bed so that it can help
you to sleep safe as your home is
safe.

Smart Ready doors and
windows have all encompassing
monitoring and reporting func-
tions to keep homeowners safe
and healthy – it’s smart and far
more so than anyone could have
ever imagined.

Future-proof homes
In contrast to some of the smart
locking systems entering the mar-
ket, a Smart Ready certified
product will allow for adaptabil-
ity – which means the industry
can future-proof its windows and
doors, for very little cost and
effort. It also means that home-
owners that want to be smart
straight away, can be. And those
that simply want the option to be
smart one day in the future, can
be too. They are not being asked
to jump into something before
they’re ready, which also means
there is no upfront cost for the
industry to pass on and therefore
no upfront cost for the consumer.
When put simply, there is no
barrier to become Smart Ready.

Synergy
The Smart Ready standard has
been designed after a culmina-
tion of years of experience span-
ning both the window and door
sector and the technology sector.
This depth of knowledge means
Smart Ready can meet the
demands of the fast paced tech-
nological progression that the
smart industry is seeing, as well
as meeting the expectations of
the consumer. The fenestration
industry is in a prime position to
take full advantage of these inno-
vations with the Smart Ready
standard setting the bar.

Pictures: Smart fenestration
products can be monitored
via an App and thus on all
devices..

smartready.com

i
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Now, with many Covid-19
restrictions lifted and a rise in
construction and housebuild-
ing volumes, the outlook is
good for a strong rest of the
year in UK glass and glazing,
writes Steve Jones, MD of
hardware supplier Kenrick.

Construction output grew by
5.8% in March 2021 over Feb-
ruary, showing growth in new
work of 6.7% and repair and

maintenance of 4.4%. And, with
the Office for National Statistics
reporting that the level of con-
struction output in March was
£14,251 million – the highest
since September 2019, when it
was £14,381 million – the future
looks bright for fenestration.

This is all positive for the hard-
ware sector but suppliers need to
deliver a compelling offer to be
successful in a post-Covid market.

Innovate and add value
Whilst it’s true that a mature in-
dustry may bring less opportunity
for volume growth, there is scope
to increase market share by sup-
plying innovative products, espe-
cially if you can offer added
value with bespoke products.
Many suppliers are tempted to
offer cheaper window and door
hardware but we have never
been advocates of choosing

There’s no doubt that the industry has faced many
setbacks in the last 18 months, with stock and supply issues

and the many challenges of Covid-19 impacting on
virtually everyone but things are certainly looking far more

optimistic than compared to last year writes Steve Jones,
of hardware supplier Kenrick.

Standing Out
In Hardware

Security & Hardware



hardware components on price
alone, which is why we invest in
developing high quality products
which are designed to perform.

Kenrick has always been pas-
sionate about innovation. We
constantly develop new products
to stimulate the market and sat-
isfy changing demands. Our
suite of products has been cre-
ated to combine the highest lev-
els of security, with superb value
for money. We work closely with
our customers and a key focus
for us in the development of our
products is to help them to differ-
entiate themselves in the market.

Quality over price
There are many hardware prod-
ucts that meet the required secu-
rity standards. However, we
believe that quality should al-
ways prevail over price. Well
designed and engineered hard-
ware solutions will provide a
trouble-free, long service life and
reassurance for the homeowner.

Delivering peace of mind for
the homeowner
We supply a range of products
that satisfies the most stringent
security requirements, not just the
minimum level. This allows our
customers to fabricate their
windows and doors to recog-
nised standards, whilst offering
the homeowner the highest levels
of security.

One of the widest available,
our range spans hardware solu-
tions for PVC-U, aluminium and
timber window and door systems
and we have no less than six
complete product ranges which
have been rigorously tested to
satisfy both PAS 24 and Secured
by Design accreditation.

Guarantees
Our Centurion four-point locking
system, Centurion Fast-Fit ‘non
crop’ shootbolt; Excalibur multi-
point shootbolt; Interceptor high
security espagnolette; Easi-Fit
multi-point locking system; and
Excalibur high security door lock
also carry their own comprehen-
sive security guarantee. This
gives the homeowner added
peace of mind and helps

installers to add further value to
their installation.

No installer wants call-backs
because of failed hardware –
that’s why all our products have
been designed to provide years
of trouble-free service. Take our
Excalibur shootbolt system for
instance – it’s been fitted on
millions of windows throughout
the UK and has been engineered
to withstand the test of time.

As one of the most secure multi-
point window locking systems in
its class, it is durable, reliable
and very simple to install. Bene-
fitting from an unhanded die-cast
gearbox and bi-directional die-
cast claws, it also fits all
Eurogroove systems, making it a
very flexible option for many dif-
ferent systems and applications.

We are continuing to invest in
new innovations to support our
customers and help them to look
beyond all the hardships of the
pandemic and make the most of
the opportunities in the sector.

kenricks.co.uk

Pictures: Top Left – the
Excalibur door lock and
Steve Jones.
Above – Kenrick’s 3 Star
cylinder. Left – a flush sash
shoot bolt – just some items
from a comprehensive
range.

i
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RENOLIT EXOFOL
exterior films
colour your
world.

Grey stays on trend.

With grey remaining popular for architectural design and construction RENOLIT EXOFOL high-
performance exterior films, which have been leading the colour revolution in the fenestration market for
more than 30 years, offer a wide spectrum of grey solid colours with a variety of textured surface finishes.
So you will always find the perfect match.

See our full range on-line at www.renolit.com/exterior

http://www.renolit.com/exterior
htto://www.renolit.com
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Doors

“Many installation busi-
nesses are flat-out at the
moment, so you can forgive
people for letting some
basic functions slide,” says
Linda Tomb, marketing man-
ager at Ballymena based
manufacturer, Apeer Doors.

“Things like marketing might
be put on the back-burner, yet
it’s really important, during
these busy periods, to prepare
for when demand tails off.”

Keep those
recommendations coming
But how can installers, already
struggling to keep-up with their
heavy workloads, protect them-
selves from going bust when the
current rush subsides?

According to Tomb, maintain-
ing your brand and the level of

service you offer is a vital ele-
ment. Although it may be tempt-
ing to let standards slip in
busier times, the damage to
your reputation will be irre-
versible “When the market is
so buoyant, you might think you
can afford to let things slide a
little,” she says.

“Maybe you’ve got too much
work on anyway, so it doesn’t
really matter if you lose a rec-
ommendation or if your cus-
tomer service is a bit lapse.
Maybe you just don’t have time
for the finer details at the mo-
ment.

“But the market will not
always be like this and when
things go back to normal, you
don’t want to lose out on those
recommendations you would
have got, if you’d kept on top

of it. A good reputation can
take years to build but unfortu-
nately, it only takes minutes to
destroy.”

Service levels
Maintaining a good service will
also help to build trust with your
customer base, another essen-
tial factor for any business but
especially for those quieter
times in the future, when compe-
tition may be stronger, says
Tomb: “People want to know
they are in safe hands.
Research shows that price is not
the top priority for most home-
owners. What they really want
is to work with a firm they can
trust to complete the project as
agreed, with no risk to their
home, their property or
ultimately themselves.”

The window and door market is
currently riding the crest of a
wave but preparing for those
quieter times is essential for
maintaining momentum when
the bubble eventually bursts,
says Apeer’s Linda Tomb.

AreYou
Ready For
The Drop?
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People buy from people
Ensuring your company’s core
values are instilled in your
entire workforce is another
essential factor in keeping your
business fit for the future,
according to Tomb: “Courtesy
and professionalism go a long
way. People want the best prod-
ucts but they buy them more
often from people – not just
companies – that they trust.
Great products, professionally
fitted, with great aftersales
follow up and support are the
best marketing tools. If you
keep these simple things
in check, there’s little need for
gimmicks or promos.”
Personal touch
That said, Tomb believes that
personal touches to make you

stand out with customers do go
a long way: “A quick customer
briefing each morning to keep
your clients in the loop might be
a good idea. And at the end of
the project, a customer pack
containing keys, manuals
and cleaning fluid – perhaps
featuring your company’s
branding – will also make a
good impression.”

The best suppliers
Summing up, Tomb urges
installers to focus on their indi-
vidual strengths and speciali-
ties, while ensuring they work
with the best suppliers: “Too
many installers stick with prod-
ucts that simply fit a vague price
versus value compromise but
these days, as well as customer

support benefits such as on time
and in full deliveries, innova-
tion, product development and
testing, they should be looking
for more. For example, are the
products supported with market-
ing? Does the supplier provide
qualified sales leads?

“If you keep these things in
mind, it will strengthen your
brand so that when the boom
inevitably tails off, your busi-
ness can come out of it in an
even better position than when
it all began.”

apeer.co.uk

Pictures: Previous Page –
Linda Tomb.
Above – an Apeer door
which comes with profes-
sional marketing assistance.

i
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LIMITED
SPONSORSHIP

REMAINING

GLAZING

2021
SUMMIT

THE FUTURE OF THE GLAZING INDUSTRY

The Glazing Summit returns to Edgbaston Conference
Centre on 21st October.

Two years ago, we brought together 350 business owners, leaders
and decision makers from across the industry. Now, we’re doing
it again.

Glazing Summit 2021 will tackle head-on the issues facing the
industry, from supply chain to consumer trends, technology to
sustainability and new regulations.

Everything has changed. Fabricators, installers, glass companies
and component suppliers will come together with a host of industry
experts and keynote speakers for this one-day conference.

“You gave the industry a tremendous boost with this superb
event.” James Lee, Director of External Affairs, The GGF

“The last Glazing Summit was a breath of fresh air.
The 2021 event looks set to be bigger and better.”
Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director, Yale

With the UK now looking beyond the pandemic towards the
economic recovery, Glazing Summit 2021 will sell out fast.

For more information, call 01934 808293,
email hello@glazingsummit.co.uk
or visit www.glazingsummit.co.uk

THURSDAY 21ST OCTOBER

7
MAJOR INDUSTRY

TOPICS

350
INDUSTRY LEADERS

25
INDUSTRY PARTNERS

& SPONSORS

2019 IN
NUMBERS

20+
EXPERT SPEAKERS

Book your place today.

insightdata
business is better with insight

organisers of

mailto:hello@glazingsummit.co.uk
http://www.glazingsummit.co.uk


Experts in
Hardware

Amanda Hale
Roundbrand

Carl F Groupco’s hardware
support throughout
PAS 24 testing has
been invaluable…”

“

Get in touch and speak to one of our experts today:

e. sales@carlfgroupco.co.uk

w. www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

t. Peterborough: 01733 393330

t. Cumbernauld: 01236 721557

John Mitchell
Technical Manager

Carl F Groupco
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Roundbrand

Carl F Groupco’s hardware 
support throughout
PAS 24 testing has
been invaluable…”

“

John Mitchell
Technical Manager 

Carl F Groupco
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South-West manufacturer
Belvedere Products believes
the thought process behind
Sheerline, Garnalex’ alu-
minium window and door
system, has created a real
buzz of excitement.

Russell Jones, Director of
Belvedere Products, learned
about Sheerline through word of
mouth more than two years ago
and wanted Belvedere to be in-
volved from the beginning. He
says: “Demand for aluminium
windows is definitely growing.
The sleek look and large areas
of glass that aluminium offers is
very popular. I call it the Grand
Designs effect.

“There’s a huge buzz around
Sheerline in the industry, with a
great deal of anticipation. As
the product range comes to mar-
ket, the expectations are high

and I don’t think they
will disappoint.

“For me, the thought
process in the product
development sets it
apart from other sys-
tems. The Classic sys-
tem, in particular. My
initial thoughts were
how slim the profile is, making it
an impressive-looking window.
The innovation behind the bead-
less system to achieve this is
ahead of its time. Our experi-
ence of fabrication has been
good so far and the fast deliv-
ery times enable us to offer the
quick turnaround our customers
are used to. Support and serv-
ice from Garnalex has also
been excellent.”

Jones continues: “There are a
number of clever features in
Sheerline that seem simple yet

have not been addressed previ-
ously. The compatibility of the
ancillaries is a big positive, as
are the thermal breaks. We are
still in a very early stage but
we’re confident Classic and
Prestige products will slot into
our established range.

“Sheerline is bringing alu-
minium up to date in a well
thought out and integrated man-
ner. We’re all excited about the
journey.”

belvedereproducts.co.uk
sheerline.com

i

Buzz At Belvedere Over
New Style Aluminium

Polycarbonate sheet supplier
Novolux has improved its
product portfolio with the
addition of Liteleader roof
windows.

Made by roof window and
skylight manufacturer, VKR Hold-

ing, the roofing solution meets
the demands for current design
trends whilst providing excellent
performing and robust windows.

Novolux national sales man-
ager Craig Weatherley says:
“Roof windows are a great way
to let more natural light into any
home and with slimline profiles,
Liteleader roof windows really
maximise on this. Thanks to
clever technology and design,
these windows are not only
attractive and lightweight but
are also durable, easy to
operate and require very little
maintenance.”

First in the range is the Ecol-
ite+, a centre-pivot window that
comes with a durable frame and
a ventilation valve, maximising
natural light and fresh air. With
a specially designed slim frame,
this roof window uses less wood

than a normal roof window,
giving it a smooth, flush
appearance.

Next is the Ecowhite roof win-
dow, a modern and versatile
centre-pivot with a white painted
wooden frame. Offering a low
U-value, the window is sturdy
but modern and is an affordable
choice for homeowners looking
to save money on energy bills.

Finally, the Ecosolid is a PVC-U
roof window perfect for rooms
with high levels of humidity, such
as kitchens and bathrooms,
thanks to improved water
tightness.

This low-maintenance centre-
pivot roof window is tough and
durable, while a white PVC-U
frame and a steel centre core
adds extra strength.

novolux.co.uk

i

Liteleader Leads Roof Window Range
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A private residence in Great
Yarmouth recently required a
balustrade solution for two
adjoining outside balcony
areas – with safety glass
specialists TuffX chosen to
supply the glass.

TuffX supplied 25 panels of
15mm clear toughened safety
glass with dubbed corners for the
job. The finished balustrade
extends around both balcony
areas of the property, leaving the
occupants able to enjoy natural
light from three different direc-
tions as the sun moves around
the property throughout the day.

The extensive glass balustrade
makes the most of the home’s
fantastic views over rolling coun-
tryside. Not only great for unob-

structed views, the tough-
ened glass also protects
residents from the elements,
while being easy to
maintain for long-lasting
minimalist good looks.

It is topped with a safety
handrail for additional com-
fort.

Of the two balconies, the
smaller private one is set
back in brickwork and sits
outside huge floor-to ceiling
glass with sliding doors.
With these doors open or
closed, the clear glass
balustrade ensures neither the
light nor the views are inter-
rupted for those inside. The com-
pleted outside area combines
glass, steel, wood and brick fin-

ishes to create a stunning,
contemporary space filled with
complimentary textures that add
to the luxury look and feel.

tuffxglass.co.uk
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Great Yarmouth Gets
Great Balcony

Senior Architectural Systems
is well placed to help its
customers achieve the
new lower U-value targets
required by Approved Docu-
ment Part L of the Building

Regulations and the new
Future Homes Standard.

This is thanks to its established
thermally efficient PURe
aluminium window system.

PURe has the ability to achieve
U-values as low as 0.71W/m2K
when calculated as a commer-
cial CEN Standard window. Not
only does this exceed current
regulations but also comfortably
meets the expected U-value
target of 0.8W/m2k, which is
likely to come into effect in mid-
2022 following publication of
the new guidance towards the
end of this year.

The construction of the UK
patented system features a
high performance expanded
polyurethane (PUR) thermal
barrier, which gives the PURe
system its thermal performance.

As well as helping to prevent
heat loss to reduce energy con-
sumption, the PURe system also
offers ‘cradle to cradle’ recycla-

bility, with even the PUR thermal
barrier able to be reused with no
requirement for landfill.

The slim aluminium frame also
makes it ideally suited for use
in residential homes and to
meet the new requirements of
the pending Future Homes
Standard. Set to be introduced in
2025, the new Future Homes
Standard will require all new
build homes to embrace low
carbon heating and achieve
high levels of energy-efficiency.

Commenting, Senior’s sales di-
rector James Keeling-Heane
said: “The construction of the
PURe system and its current abil-
ity to meet future U-value targets
puts it in a class of its own and
as a system, it’s incredibly easy
to maintain which makes it an
ideal long-term investment.”

seniorarchitectural
systems.co.uk

i

Pure And Simple Solution To Part L
Products & Projects
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NEC BIRMINGHAM, 10-12 MAY 2022

#FITShow22

FIT Show is on the move. Same award-winning event, new safer 
Spring dates. For more information on FIT Show 2022, visit 
www.fitshow.co.uk/exhibit
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Following continuing growth
in demand for its toughened
safety glass products, TuffX
has purchased another new
Bovone SLE machine.

This is the third purchase of
such a machine in as many
years. It has been installed in the
company’s recently expanded
Merseyside factory.

“We’re continuing to see ongo-
ing customer demand for both
our toughened laminated and
single toughened glass prod-
ucts,” said TuffX’s MD Graham
Price. “The addition of another
Bovone SLE machine for us is just
the latest in a series of improve-
ments we’ve made and continue
to make in order to expand our
output and production speed to
meet customer demand for safe,
high-performing glass, along
with the quality finish, tight lead

times and high standards of serv-
ice that our customers know to
expect from us.”

The Bovone machines, used to
finish edges on popular
processed glass products such
as balcony screens and

balustrade glass at varying thick-
nesses, can produce flat and
arris profiles at a speed of four
metres-per-minute, processing
glass at greater volumes whilst
retaining a quality finish. i
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Hardware specialist VBH has
released an update on its
position regarding its ability
to supply in the face of issues
surrounding freight and port
delays, shortages of raw
materials and over-capacity
production lines.

VBH has told The Installer it has
achieved an OTIF (On Time in
Full) outbound fulfilment average
of 96.8% over the second
quarter of this year.

VBH has drastically increased
stock levels of its own greenteQ
products and those from third
party partners too. This invest-
ment in stock is paying dividends
for VBH customers as airfreights
are kept to a bare minimum and
OTIF has not dropped below
95% for many months.

As well as building up stocks,
the purchasing analysts at VBH,
led by purchasing manager Karl
Thompson (pictured), are in con-
stant dialogue with the greenteQ
factory production planners to
ensure a steady and controlled
flow of hardware and furniture to
VBH (GB).

Thompson said: “This year has
definitely had its obstacles when
it comes to the supply chain.
However, by increasing our local
stock holding and working
closely with all our factories and
suppliers, we’ve been able to
minimise any disruption to VBH
customers.

“Our approach to stock and
stock control has enabled the
sales team to take on many new
customers during the past year,

whilst not compromising the
availability of products for them
and our existing customers.

“We have now set our sights
on achieving and exceeding the
97% OTIF target for the rest of
the year.” i

VBH Hits 96.8% Delivery
Performance Mark

Trade News

Tuffx Invests In More Machinery
As Demand Grows
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Yale Door and Window
Solutions has strengthened
its team with the appoint-
ment of Dale Smith as sales
manager.

Smith joins the business with a
wealth of knowledge and experi-
ence gained within the industry.
Based in the Midlands, his new
role will see him handle the strate-
gic and day-to-day responsibilities
for managing a number of Yale’s
accounts. Smith will also be
working closely with the

company’s distribution
partners, supporting them
on Yale’s range of door
and window hardware.

Smith said on his ap-
pointment: “I’m looking
forward to being an
active part of the future of
the Yale business. I will
deliver the best possible
service I can for my
customers and help
support their needs every
step of the way.” i

Yale Locks Smith Into New Role

Hardware supplier Kenrick
has joined the Master
Locksmiths Association
(MLA), the UK’s largest and
longest-established lock-
smith trade association.

The West Bromwich based
firm’s TS007 3-star high security
cylinder has now been tested
and approved by the MLA to
combat lock snapping.

Steve Williams, Kenrick’s sales
and marketing director, says:

“As part of the MLA we will help
stamp out lock snapping. With
more than 70% of burglars gain-
ing access to a property through
a door in a matter of seconds, the
choice of hardware for that door
is essential. We need to reduce
the incidences of these types of
crime and offer far greater peace
of mind for the homeowner.

“Our new 3-star cylinder elimi-
nates any possibility of tamper-
ing with the cylinder, making

homes much less vulnerable to
attack.”

Tested to meet the latest secu-
rity standards of the British Stan-
dard Kitemark (TS007 3*), the
Kenrick 3-star euro lock cylinder
has been designed for those
who want a top of the range
door locking solution at a rea-
sonable price, whilst also help-
ing to prevent lock snapping.

The Secured by Design
approved cylinder features multi-
ple high security pins to provide
maximum security and excellent
resistance against the other
known cylinder attack methods,
including picking, drilling, bump-
ing, pulling and screwing.

Williams adds: “What makes
our cylinder special though is
that it meets the standards of
TS007 on both sides of the cylin-
der, which means that fabrica-
tors only need to stock one
cylinder for both open in and
open out doors. It’s also compat-
ible with an A1 key blank, so
homeowners can easily buy
extra affordably priced keys
from the high street if they need
to. It is a reliable and versatile so-
lution with no compromises.” i

Master Blaster – Kenrick Joins
Largest Lock Assoc

Trade News
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Call 01934 808 132 or email grow@purplexmarketing.com

Stronger, faster, better.
As the UK moves towards economic recovery, it’s time to build.
Purplex is the marketing agency that helps ambitious companies
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Winston Churchill said a pes-
simist sees the difficulty in
every opportunity; an opti-
mist sees the opportunity in
every difficulty. And it’s true,
writes Purplex’ Andrew Scott.

Every challenge is an opportu-
nity and there has certainly been
more than a few challenges in
the glazing industry over the last
12-15 months. Having lurched
from the impact of lockdown and
businesses grinding to a halt to
the floodgates opening to an
under-prepared industry, it has
seemingly been one problem
after the next.

A supply chain crisis and a
shortage of raw materials are
currently having an impact on our
industry and making for some
difficult discussions between busi-
nesses and their customers.

But it’s not all doom and gloom.
While most industries have
suffered, the home improvement
market has seen a boom.

Windows and doors are a
relatively cost-effective thing to
replace compared to changing a
kitchen or bathroom, so it’s not
surprising homeowners have
looked at those as a way of
improving their home.

And while supply chain issues
look set to be with us for a while
yet, increased demand looks set to
continue for the foreseeable future.

Surplus cash
There was a worry that foreign
holidays would take consumers
focus away from home improve-
ments but many people are still
unsure about going abroad,
meaning they will have more
money to spend on their homes.

Of course, it remains to be
seen if consumers have brought
forward the work they always
planned to do on their homes or
whether there will be additional
demand down the line but with
households estimated to be sit-
ting on some £180 billion of sav-
ings, the UK economy is on the
road to recovery. With people
returning to work and making
money, demand should last well
into next year and beyond.

For ambitious, well-run compa-
nies, the opportunities will be
there to shape their future for
years to come.

A new digital age
For companies to take advan-
tage of the opportunities that will
arise they will need to make sure
their website and digital pres-
ence is on point.

The digital shift in the last 12
months has been meteoric and
with internet browsers, search en-
gines, online media and mobile
devices continuously changing,
many websites have become out-
of-date very quickly.

At Purplex, we are working
with over 170 businesses to help
them maximise their website and
digital strategy to attract new
customers and engage with
existing ones. We are building
increasingly sophisticated web-
sites that include e-commerce,
booking systems, product visu-
alisers and integration to CRM.

TikTok
Of course, a website is only one
part of a company’s digital pres-
ence. Social media is becoming
even more important. Compa-
nies must embrace all platforms
to provide them with the best
chance of winning new business.
For example, we have made
some highly successful cam-
paigns for clients on TikTok.

For businesses it will be essen-
tial to invest in their entire digital
strategy, from their website, so-
cial media, online news and mo-
bile Apps to customer portals,
digital signatures, CRM plat-
forms, payment gateways, on-
line reviews and more.

Not only will this help them
meet continuing demand, it will
also be vital when the industry
stabilises and demand eventually
slows down. i

Readied For To Boom
& Ready For Slowdown
Andrew Scott, MD Purplex,
explains why businesses
need to get their digital
strategy right to take
advantage of the current
home improvement boom -
and be prepared for when
things slow down to more
normal trading conditions.

purplexmarketing.com
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FIT Cancelled – New Dates Announced
The FIT Show organisers have announced the September 2021
exhibition will be abandoned, with the event moving to May 2022, in
response to the ongoing uncertainty surrounding Covid-19.
I have to say that moving the industry’s major exhibition twice because
of Covid has stretched the team behind the event to remarkable levels
– it is not just a case of saying ‘OK let’s move the dates’, there has
been huge negotiations with the exhibition hall owners and
consultation with the exhibitors along with having to keep the industry
media on side.
The Installer and sister publication, The Fabricator had taken a large
hospitality area – we were fully in favour of moving the show to May
and will continue to support the FIT Show wholeheartedly. The industry
needs a large gathering of manufacturers exhibiting the best products
they can supply to visitors keen to expand the range of products they
can add into their portfolios.
The Installer and The Fabricator also applaud the decision to keep the
FIT Show as a biennial event after it has reconvened in 2022. It would
have been easy to use the pandemic as an excuse to run again in
2023 and then even 2024 – but the organisers have put the industry
first with the recognition that manufacturers can only develop new
products on a two year cycle (with FIT as the focus to get them ready)
and visitors come to see new products not what they saw last year.
An exhibition organiser putting the needs of the industry first –
whatever next?

Post-Lockdown Boom Boosts Expansion
Ultraframe, like a number of companies in the sector, has announced
plans to expand its workforce and cited the post-lockdown boom as a
driver. Another reason for moving FIT was the idea that installers and
their fabricators are so busy at the moment they don’t really have the
appetite for taking on new products until they have cleared the backlog
of opportunities. However, in this issue’s Doors Feature and our
Marketing Column, both authors suggest the wise will be making plans
for when the boom ultimately settles back to more normal trading
conditions. Both advise getting your marketing strategies in place now
so the trading curve is not as steep as it might be for some of your
unprepared rivals.

GGF Urges Resolution Of Product Marking Crisis
The Glass and Glazing Federation has written to three different
government departments urging a resolution to the looming crisis over
product compliance, namely UKCA marking and CE marking. I have
to recommend reading this story on our news pages as it beggars
belief how complicated it has now become. There was a simple
solution to this problem (to agree to pretty well leave things as they
were) – but no, the bureaucrats of the UK and Brussels (and they are
just as bad as each other in my opinion) decided on a tit for tat basis
to make the whole process as much like It’s A Knockout in paper form
as they possibly could. Apologies to younger readers who have no
idea what a deliberate farce It’s A Knockout was – ask your parents.

Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG
Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk
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If you are a building developer or you work for a local council or Housing
Association, the Defendoor will ensure that your project meets all the necessary

safety requirements. To discuss your project requirements in more detail, contact FabFrames today. Call us to speak directly
to one of our friendly and knowledgeable advisors or e-mail us for more information about our products and services.

Meets ALL of the latest
FireDoor Standards & More

DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT

Fabframes Ltd defendoor@fabframes.net
www.defendoor.co.uk01626333713

Safety and security in any building should never be compromised.
That’s why the Defendoor has been designed and tested to ensure that it

exceeds current safety regulations andwill continue to provide protection to all users.

The industry’s highest performinggg
soft closer is DOCUMENTMAPPROVVVED
& tested to more than 500,000
cycles ensuring they always closeee.

Made using Winkhaus Fireframe Rutland® Concealed Door Closer

PAS24
&
SBD

HIGH-SECURITY
FIRERATED
DOOR

EN
STANDARDS

DOCUMENTQ
BUILDINGREGULATIONS
FORFIREDOORSETS

Coming Soon!Available Now

Designed to perform, the
Winkhaus Fireframe is extremely
resilient to impact, kicking,
gouging and burglary attack.

www.defendoor.co.uk

mailto:defendoor@fabframes.net
http://www.defendoor.co.uk
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Access Systems

Baypole Jacks

Fooorrr aaallllll yyyooouuurrr aaacccccceeessssss cccooonnntttrrroool
annd door hardware
solutions
● Electric Strikes
● DDeadlocking Bolts
● WWaterproof Keypads
● CCompact Shearlocks
● DDeadlocks & Deadlatches
● Loock Accessories
● Trransom Door Closers
● VVortex Magnets

01202 676262
info@alpro.co .uk
www.alpro.co.uk

You can buy jacking kits from as
little as each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka
CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX

Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305

E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.ukRef: Fab11

Jacking kits for £ each

£6.00

£6.00

Audio Window Systems

Colour Applicators

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST

FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE

ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs
Tel: 07932 243 008 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges

For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens Profile Bending
Machinery

Handling Equipment

Window openers

G.M.FORMERS

DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES

t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279

e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com
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Planning Consultants

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Profile Bending

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profiifile bending arch
and angle specialists

■ 7-10 working day turn
around

■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Spares for Repairs

Andywrap®Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

Call Freephone:
0800 0850006
sales@andywrap.net

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE

• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
IIINNNDDDUUUSSSTTTRRRYYY FFFOOORRR OOOVVVEEERRR 222555 YYYEEEAAARRRSSS

Window Protection Film

Window Bags & Display Cases

mailto:mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
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USE INSIGHT DATA TO

CONNECT

DISC VER

PERF RM

THE BEST 
CUSTOMERS

WITH  
DECISION MAKERS

WITH  
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

01934 808 293
hello@insightdata.co.uk

  @insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA
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Call 01296 66 88 99 for a quote
or contact us for more information 

Fax: 01296 301839 | enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk

www . g a r r a r dw i n d ow s . c o . u k

Avai lable  f rom

Prestige, the latest addition to our 

innovative aluminium range – created 

around their patented corner – 

offers 3 different outer frame sizes 

to accommodate different plaster 

lines and window reveals. Ensuring 

a perfect, neat finish, all delivered on 

lightning fast turnarounds. Prestige 

Flush is a beaded 80mm system that 

introduces doors to the Sheerline 

range, and perfectly complements 

the ultra slim Classic beadless system. 

So if you are looking for aluminium windows and 

doors that offer great value, without the extended 

leadtimes and compromises of more mundane 

aluminium systems, Sheerline from Garrards delivers.

1.3 U-value
Double glazed

0.9 U-value
Triple glazed

W/(m²K) for Prestige 
windows subject to 

specification

Discover Sheerline 
aluminium - and give 
yourself the edge

Prestige
     windows   and doors

12  Colours 
and dual 
colours 

f rom stock 
including 
anodised

Avai lable  f romAvai lable  f rom

range, and perfectly complements 

the ultra slim Classic beadless system. 

So if you are looking for aluminium windows and 

doors that offer great value, without the extended 

leadtimes and compromises of more mundane 
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